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Title word cross-reference

3 [KR12].

5 [VN10].

access [CH10]. analysis [KD10]. App
[Sta10]. application [DWB10]. approach
[LWXZ10]. apps [Sta10]. Automata
[SSS10, TS10].

based [DWB10, HR10]. becomes
[MRA10]. Building [Sta10]. business
[KD10].

C [Sta10]. calculus [AH10]. Chain
[MNS10]. characterization [DWB10].

closure [TS10]. clustering
[HR10, LC10, TG10]. Cocoa [Sta10].
Collections [SKG+10, CMRV10]. common
[HR10]. Complexity [MNS10].
composition [AH10]. computing [Poz13].
concise [BNSV10]. consistency [LWHK10].
consistently [LWHK10]. cookbook [Sch10].
core [DWB10]. CSS [Sch10, Sta10].

data [BPT10, FMW10, RT10]. databases
[BCH+10]. Decision [MNS10]. DescribeX
[CMRV10]. description [FMW10].
distributed [BPT10]. document [KD10].
documents [HR10, TG10]. Domotic
[MRA10]. DTDs [BNSV10]. Dynamic
[CKM10].

Efficient [GLWY10]. electronic [KD10].
eliminate [LWHK10]. enabling [LWHK10].
ensure [CH10]. entity [LWXZ10].
Evaluating [SSSS10]. evaluation [GLWY10]. Exploring [CMRV10].
Expressions [MNS10, SSSS10, BNSV10]. extended [CH10].

feature [AH10].
generating [LHC10]. graph [BPT10].
graph-structured [BPT10].
heterogeneous [BCH10]. HTML [Sta10, VN10]. HTML5 [Pil10].

Improving [LHC10]. incompatibility [MRA10]. Inference [BNSV10, LC10].
information [CH10]. informative [LHC10]. iPhone [Sta10].

JavaScript [Sta10].

keyword [LWHK10, LWXZ10, LC10].
Labeling [CKM10]. languages [FMW10].
Large [SKG10]. Linear [SSSS10]. logic [TS10].

Making [Sta10]. mapping [BCH10].
multi-core [DWYB10]. multi-thread [DWYB10].
nested [TS10]. networking [DWYB10].
next [FMW10]. novel [LWXZ10].

Objective [Sta10]. Objective-C [Sta10].
OpenMath [KR12]. Optimizing [BCCY10]. oriented [DWYB10].
P2P [BCH10]. Pattern [SSSS10].
Pattern-Matching [SSSS10].

Publications [SKG10].

query [BCH10]. GLWY10. LWXZ10].

recursive [BCCY10]. Regular [MNS10, BNSV10]. relations [BCCY10].

Schema [BCH10]. Schemas [MNS10].
Scientific [SKG10, Poz13]. search [LWHK10, LHC10, LC10]. secure [CH10].
Semantic [TG10]. Semantics [KR12].
service [BPT10]. services [CH10].

snippets [LHC10]. specification [LC10].
spurious [LWHK10]. standards [KD10].
Store [Sta10]. Structural [LWHK10].
structure [HR10]. structured [BPT10].
subtree [LWXZ10]. survey [KD10].
systems [DWYB10].
technique [HR10]. technologies [MRA10].

thread [DWYB10]. Transforming [SKG10]. Transitive [TS10]. translation [BCH10]. transparent [MRA10].
tree [BPT10, TS10]. tree-structured [BPT10].
Trees [CKM10].

uniform [AH10]. updates [BCCY10]. user [MRA10]. using [LWXZ10]. utilizing [LHC10].

view [GLWY10]. views [BCCY10].

walking [TS10]. Web [CH10, CMRV10, VN10]. weighted [HR10].
Will [VN10]. without [Sta10].

XACML [CH10]. XML [BCH10, BCCY10].
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